Abstract. Public-Key Encryption (PKE) and Message Authentication (PKMA, aka as digital signatures) are fundamental cryptographic primitives. Traditionally, both notions are defined as non-interactive (i.e., single-message). In this work, we initiate rigorous study of (possibly) interactive PKE and PKMA schemes. We obtain the following results demonstrating the power of interaction to resolve questions which are either open or impossible in the non-interactive setting.
Introduction
Digital signatures and public-key encryption (PKE) schemes are two of the most fundamental and well studied cryptographic primitives. Traditionally, both notions are defined as non-interactive (i.e., single message). Aside from obvious convenience -both the sender and receiver need not keep any statesuch non-interactive "one-and-done" philosophy is also critical in many applications. Coupled with the fact that we now have many (often efficient) candidates for both signature and encryption schemes, it might appear that there is little value in extending the syntax of signature/encryption schemes to allow for (possibly) interactive realizations.
In this work we challenge this point of view, and initiate rigorous study of (possibly) interactive signature and public-key encryption schemes. For the former, we will actually use the term Public-Key Message Authentication (PKMA) scheme, as the term "signature" often comes with expectations of "nonrepudiation", which is orthogonal to the standard notion of "unforgeability" the moment interaction is allowed. First, although we agree that some applications might critically rely on the non-interactivity of PKE/PKMA schemes, we believe that many other applications, including arguably the most basic one of sending/receiving private/authentic messages, might not so be fixated on non-interactivity. For such applications, it appears natural to allow the sender and the receiver to interact, especially if they are involved in a conversation anyway.
Second, in this work we will show that, by allowing a single extra message (i.e., a 2-round protocol), we can "resolve" two arguably most important open problems in the area of non-interactive PKE/PKMA schemes: 3 (a) "black-box" 2-round chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA-) secure PKE from any (non-interactive) chosen-plaintext attack (CPA-) secure PKE; (b) efficient 2-round strongly unforgeable PKMA scheme from a variety of simple assumptions, such as factoring and DDH.
Third, we point out several useful advanced properties of PKE/PKMA schemes which are impossible to achieve without interaction. While some of these properties (such as deniable PKMA [19, 21, 20, 15] ) were already extensively studied in the past, most others (such as interactive forward-secure PKE, and replay-secure PKE/PKMA) appear to be new.
Related Work. Although our work is the first to offer a detailed and comprehensive study of interactive PKE/PKMA schemes, it is certainly not the first to consider these notions. The most related prior work in this regard is the famous "DDN-paper" on non-malleable cryptography [18, 19] . This seminal work had many extremely important and influential results. Among them, it also considered non-malleable, interactive encryption and authentication, and briefly sketched 4 elegant constructions for both primitives. We discuss more in detail the relation with our work in the next section, when we describe our improvements over the DDN paper.
To the best of our knowledge, the only other work providing a related definition (only for encryption) is the one of Katz [29] . However, our definition is stronger, as we place more restriction on the attacker to declare that the attacker 'acts as a wire'. Moreover, the solutions given in [29] use so called timing assumptions, while our constructions are in the standard model.
Our Results
We now describe our motivations and results in more detail.
Definitional Framework. Our first goal was to extend the short and elegant definitions of noninteractive encryption/signatures to the interactive setting, without making the definitions long and tedious. Unfortunately, in the interactive setting things are more complicated, as issues of concurrency and state, among others, must be dealt with. The way we managed to achieve our goal, was to split our definitions into two parts. The first (somewhat boring) part is independent of the particular primitive (e.g., PKE/PKMA), and simply introduces the bare minimum of notions/notation to deal with interaction. For example (see Section 2 for details), we define (a) what it means to have (concurrent) oracle access to an interactive party under attack; and (b) what it means to 'act as a wire' between two honest parties (for brevity, we call this trivial, but unavoidable, attack a 'ping-pong' attack). Once the notation is developed, however, our actual definitions of possibly interactive PKE/PKMA are as short and simple as in the non-interactive setting (see Definitions 5 and 6). E.g., in the PKMA setting (Definition 6) the attacker A has (concurrent) oracle access to the honest signer (as defined in (a)), and simultaneously tries to convince an honest verifier (i.e., "challenger"). A wins if the challenger accepts, and A's forgery was not a 'ping-pong' of one of its conversations with the signer (as defined in (b)). 5 Overall, the definition consists of the same couple of lines as in the non-interactive setting! And the same holds for the encryption case in Definition 5, which naturally generalizes the notion of CCA-security to the interactive setting.
Better Efficiency/Assumptions via Interaction. Turning from definitions to constructions, we show how a single extra round of interaction (i.e., a 2-round protocol) can help "solve" (in a sense explained in Footnote 3) two of the arguably toughest open problems in the areas of non-interactive PKE and PKMA, respectively.
In the area of PKE, the question is to build a CCA-secure PKE from a CPA-secure PKE. In principle, such constructions are known using an appropriately-chosen notion of non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs [19, 36, 37, 39, 31] . However, all these constructions are generally inefficient and considered somewhat unsatisfactory, since they use the code of the given CPA-secure encryption scheme. In particular, the question of finding so called black-box constructions of CCA-encryption from CPA-encryption remains open. In fact, although several partial progress along both positive (e.g., [12, 11, 32] ) and negative (e.g., [25] ) fronts was made, the general question remains elusive. In contrast, we show a relatively simple, black-box, 2-round CCA-secure encryption from CPA-secure encryption (in fact, the two primitives are equivalent). We notice that the DDN paper [19] itself already made a similar conclusion, by presenting a 3-round black-box protocol from any CPA-secure PKE. 6 Thus, aside from presenting a formal model for interactive CCA-secure encryption, our result can be viewed as improving the round efficiency of the DDN paper from 3 to 2.
In the area of PKMA, the "theory" question was settled pretty quickly, by showing that the strongest security notion for signature schemes -strong existential unforgeability against chosen message attack -can be realized assuming the mere existence of one-way functions [26, 35, 3, 4, 38] . Unfortunately, the generic constructions were primarily of theoretical interest, and did not result in practical enough signature schemes. In fact, practical signature schemes (outside of the random oracle model [7, 23, 40, 27] ) are only constructed from a handful of "not-too-standard" number-theoretic assumptions, such as 'strong RSA' [14, 24] and 'Bilinear-Diffie-Hellman' [41] , and even these 'practical' constructions were generally somewhat slow, requiring generation of primes, long keys or bilinear maps. In particular, one of the main open questions is to build an efficient digital signature scheme from a standard assumption, such as factoring, CDH or DDH.
In contrast, we show very efficient, 2-round, strongly unforgeable PKMA schemes from virtually all standard assumptions, including factoring, CDH and DDH. In fact, although we are not aware of any paper explicitly claiming this result, it follows in a relatively simple manner by combining various prior works. 7 Let us explain. With a different motivation in mind, the DDN paper [19] showed a simple 3-round 8 PKMA scheme from any CCA-secure encryption. At the time, CCA-secure PKE was considered a very 'advanced' primitive, so the construction was not considered 'efficient'. Over the years, though, many truly efficient CCA-secure schemes were constructed from virtually all popular assumptions, including factoring [28] , CDH [42] and DDH [13] (despite the fact that no such efficient signature schemes are known from these assumptions!). Thus, these results, if combined, immediately yield an efficient 3-round PKMA from all these assumptions. Moreover, it is well known (e.g., see [30, 1] ) that one can reduce the number of rounds from 3 to 2 by also using a message authentication code (MAC), in addition to CCA-secure encryption. Of course, in theory, a MAC is implied by a CCA-secure PKE, albeit in an inefficient manner. Moreover, until recently, even direct efficient MAC constructions from concrete assumptions, such as DDH [33] and factoring [34] , required long keys (quadratic in security parameter). Fortunately, Dodis et al. [17] recently observed an elementary efficient (probabilistic) MAC construction from any CCA-secure scheme. This gives an efficient 2-round PKMA scheme from any CCA-secure encryption. We also manage to further optimize the resulting construction, and obtain a really simple (new!) 2-round protocol, depicted in Figure 3 . In turn, this gives efficient 2-round PKMA from a variety of standard assumptions, including factoring, CDH and DDH. 9 Duality between Interactive PKE and PKMA. Interestingly, our 2-round CCA-secure PKE uses a signing key as its long-term "decryption secret" (and generates several ephemeral keys for the CPAsecure scheme), while our 2-round strongly unforgeable PKMA scheme uses a decryption key for a CCAsecure encryption as its long term "authentication secret". We show that this duality is not a coincidence. In fact, our 2-round results follow as corollaries of two more general schemes, depicted in Figures 1  and 2 : an interactive CCA-secure scheme from any (interactive or not) strongly unforgeable PKMA scheme (plus any CPA-secure PKE 10 ), and an interactive strongly unforgeable PKMA scheme from any (interactive or not) CCA-secure PKE. The 'duality' of our results (authentication using encryption and vice-versa) shows that, perhaps, the practical/theoretical distinction between interactive encryption and authentication is not as great as one could have guessed by looking at what is known in the noninteractive setting.
Overcoming Impossibility Results. We also show that our simple definitional framework (one generic/reusable 'long-and-boring' part followed by many application-specific 'short-and-intuitive' parts) easily lends itself to various extensions. Examples include various notions of privacy and/or authenticity which are impossible in the non-interactive setting, such as forward-secure PKE and the notion of replaysecure PKE/PKMA that we introduce in this work.
Preliminaries and Notation.
We denote by λ ∈ N the security parameter. A function (λ) is said negligible if it is a positive function that vanishes faster than the inverse of any polynomial in λ. If X is a set, let x $ ← X denote the process of selecting x uniformly at random in X. An algorithm A is called P P T if it is a probabilistic Turing machine whose running time is bounded by some polynomial in λ. If A is a PPT algorithm, then y $ ← A(x) denotes the process of running A on input x and assigning its output to y. Definitions of standard cryptographic primitives are recalled in Appendix A.
Organization of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our definitional framework for message transmission protocols with the security notions of (possibly interactive) iCCA-secure PKE and iCMAsecure PKMA. Next, in Section 3, we focus on realizations of these protocols, notably, iCCA-secure PKE from iCMA-secure PKMA and CPA-secure encryption, and iCMA-secure PKMA from iCCA-secure PKE. Finally, Section 4 discusses advanced security properties for (interactive) PKE and PKMA. We postpone to the appendix the definitions of standard cryptographic primitives (Appendix A), the 3-round interactive encryption of Dolev, Dwork and Naor [19] , the construction of a 1-bounded-IND−CCA-secure PKE scheme from an IND−CPA-secure one (Appendix C), the extension of (interactive) PKE to support "labels" and its application to PKMA (Appendices D-E), and a few simple proofs (Appendix F).
Defining Message Transmission Protocols
In this section we introduce message transmission protocols: we define their syntax as well as suitable notions of confidentiality (called iCCA security) and authenticity (called iCMA security).
We give a generic definition of message transmission protocols involving two parties: a sender S and a receiver R, such that the goal of S is to send a message m to R while preserving certain security properties on m. In particular, in the next two sections we consider arguably the most basic security properties: the confidentiality/authenticity of the messages sent by S to R. Formally, a message transmission protocol Π consists of algorithms (Setup, S, R) defined as follows:
Setup(1 λ ): on input the security parameter λ, the setup algorithm generates a pair of keys (sendk, recvk).
In particular, these keys contain an implicit description of the message space M. S(sendk, m): is a possibly interactive algorithm that is run with the sender key sendk and a message m ∈ M as private inputs. R(recvk): is a possibly interactive algorithm that takes as private input the receiver key recvk, and whose output is a message m ∈ M or an error ⊥.
When S and R are jointly run, they exchange messages in a specific order, e.g., S starts by sending M 1 , R sends M 2 , S sends M 3 , and so on and so forth until they both terminate. We say that Π is an n-round protocol if the number of messages exchanged between S and R during a run of the protocol is n. If Π is 1-round, then we say that Π is non-interactive. Since the sender gets no output, we assume without loss of generality that the sender always speaks last. 11 Thus, in an n-round protocol, R (resp. S) speaks first if n is even (resp. odd). For compact notation, we denote with S(sendk, m), R(recvk) = m the process of running S and R on inputs (sendk, m) and recvk respectively, and assigning R's output to m . In our notation, we will use m ∈ M for messages (aka plaintexts), and capital M for protocol messages.
Definition 1 (Correctness).
A message transmission protocol Π = (Setup, S, R) is correct if for all honestly generated keys (sendk, recvk)
, and all messages m ∈ M, we have that S(sendk, m), R(recvk) = m holds with all but negligible probability.
Defining Security: Man-in-the-Middle Adversaries. In our work, we assume that the sender and the receiver speak in the presence of powerful adversaries that have full control of the communication channel, i.e., the adversary can eavesdrop the content of the communication, and it can stop/delay/alter the messages passing over the channel. Roughly speaking, the goal of an adversary is to violate a given security property (say confidentiality or authenticity) in a run of the protocol that we call the challenge session. Formally, this session is a protocol execution S(sendk, m), A R(recvk) or A S(sendk,·) , R(recvk) where the adversary runs with a honest party (S or R). By writing A P , we mean that the adversary has oracle access to multiple honest copies of party P (where P = R or P = S), i.e., A can start as many copies of P as it wishes, and it can run the message transmission protocol with each of these copies. This essentially formalizes the fact that the adversary can "sit in the middle of two honest parties" relaying messages between them in an active way. Sometimes, we also write A P k to denote that the adversary can start at most k copies of party P. In our model we assume that whenever A sends a message to the oracle P, then A always obtains P's output. In particular, in the case of the receiver oracle, when A sends the last protocol message to R, A obtains the (private) output of the receiver, i.e., a message m or ⊥.
Since all these protocol sessions can be run in a concurrent way, the adversary might entirely replay the challenge session by using its oracle. This is something that we would like to prevent in our definitions. To formalize this idea, we take an approach similar to the one introduced by Bellare and Rogaway [6] in the context of key exchange, which is based on the idea of "matching conversations". First of all, we introduce a notion of time during the execution of the security experiment. We stress that this is done for ease of analysis of the security model: there is no need to keep track of global timing in the real protocols. Let t be a global counter which is progressively incremented every time a party (including the adversary) sends a message, and assume that every message sent by a party (S, R or A) gets timestamped with the current time t. Note that this includes all messages of the sessions established by the adversary using its oracle. Using this notion of time, we define the transcript of a protocol session as follows:
Definition 2 (Protocol Transcript). The transcript of a protocol session between two parties is the timestamped sequence of messages exchanged by the parties during a run of the message transmission protocol Π. If Π is n-round, then a transcript T is of the form T = (M 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (M n , t n ) , where M 1 , . . . , M n are the exchanged messages, and t 1 , . . . , t n are the respective timestamps.
In a protocol run S(sendk, m), A R(recvk) (resp. A S(sendk,·) , R(recvk) ) we have a transcript T * of the challenge session between S and A (resp. A and R), and Q transcripts T 1 , . . . , T Q , one for each of the Q sessions established by A with R (resp. S) via the oracle.
While we postpone to the next two sections the definition of specific security properties of message transmission (e.g., confidentiality and authenticity), our goal here is to formalize in a generic fashion which adversaries are effective for "uninteresting"/unavoidable reasons. Namely, when the challenge session is obtained by entirely replaying one of the oracle sessions: what we call a "ping-pong" attack, that we formalize via the following notion of matching transcripts.
Definition 3 (Matching Transcripts
n , t * n ) be two protocol transcripts. We say that T matches T * (T ≡ T * , for short) if ∀i = 1, . . . , n, M i = M * i and the two timestamp sequences are "alternating", i.e., t 1 < t * 1 < t * 2 < t 2 < t 3 < · · · < t n−1 < t n < t * n if R speaks first, or t * 1 < t 1 < t 2 < t * 2 < t * 3 < · · · < t n−1 < t n < t * n if S speaks first. We remark that the notion of match is not commutative.
Given all the definitions above, we can define the notion of ping-pong adversary:
Definition 4 (Ping-pong Adversary). Consider a run of the protocol Π involving A and a honest party (it can be either S(sendk, m), A R(recvk) or A S(sendk,·) , R(recvk) ), and let T * be the transcript of the challenge session, and T 1 , . . . , T Q be the transcripts of all the oracle sessions established by A. Then we say that A is a ping-pong adversary if there is a transcript T ∈ {T 1 , . . . , T Q } such that T matches T * , i.e., T ≡ T * .
Interactive Chosen-Ciphertext-Secure Encryption.
Here we propose a suitable notion of confidentiality for message transmission protocols that we call interactive chosen ciphertext security (iCCA). Our notion is designed as a very natural generalization of the classical notion of IND−CCA security to the interactive setting. In fact, IND−CCA security is a special case of iCCA security for 1-round (i.e., non-interactive) protocols (we leave this check to the reader). Roughly speaking, in the IND−CCA definition the adversary has to distinguish whether a given "challenge" ciphertext encrypts a message m 0 or m 1 while having access to a decryption oracle. To make the definition non-trivial, the adversary is denied to query the decryption oracle on the challenge ciphertext. Our notion of iCCA security is obtained similarly: the adversary A interacts with a sender which sends either m 0 or m 1 and A has to tell the two cases apart while having access to the receiver (instead of the decryption oracle); the restriction on the challenge ciphertext is replaced by requiring that A cannot be ping-pong. The formal definition follows.
Let Π = (Setup, S, R) be a message transmission protocol and A be an adversary. To define iCCA security, consider the following experiment:
and A is not "ping-pong", then output 1. Else output 0.
Definition 5 (iCCA security). For any λ ∈ N, we define the advantage of an adversary A in breaking iCCA security of a message transmission protocol Π as Adv , and we say that Π is iCCA-secure if for any PPT A, Adv iCCA Π,A (λ) is negligible. We call a message transmission protocol satisfying this notion an interactive encryption scheme.
As we mentioned in the introduction, it is worth noting that our definition is similar to the one proposed by Katz in [29] . The main difference is in the restrictions applied to the adversary in the security game. In [29] this is realized by means of a notion of "equality of transcripts" which considers only equality of messages (in the same order) and leaves any time constraint to the specific protocols realizations. Our security definition, instead, directly takes into account time constraints in the security experiment via the notion of matching transcripts. To see the difference between the two definitions with an example, consider an adversary who creates an oracle session having the same transcript as the one of the challenge session, but where the timestamps of the messages are not correctly alternating. Such an adversary would not be legal according to the definition of [29] , but is legal (i.e., not ping-pong) according to ours.
Later, in Section 4.3, we strengthen our requirements by considering an orthogonal security property for interactive encryption that we call "Replay Security". This will allow to model MiM attacks more easily and from a different perspective. It will also turn out to be realizable under our basic iCCA notion. However, since a replay attack is always possible in any non-interactive solution, replay security will only be realizable by an interactive protocol.
q-bounded-iCCA Security. In this work we also consider a weaker notion of iCCA security, called q-bounded-iCCA, in which the adversary is restricted to complete at most q sessions with the oracle R, i.e., in Exp iCCA Π,A (λ) we run A Rq . This is the analogous of (non-interactive) q-bounded IND−CCA security [12] .
Labeled (Interactive) Encryption. We define an extension of interactive encryption in which both the sender and the receiver algorithms take a public string-a label-as an additional input (similarly to the non-interactive setting [8] ). Very intuitively, the idea is that the receiver working with label L decrypts correctly only if the sender works with the same label L. In Appendix D we provide a full formalization of labeled iCCA encryption and show that it can be generically constructed from 'plain' iCCA-secure encryption. Here we briefly recall that for any label L we use S L to denote that an algorithm S takes as input L.
Interactive
Chosen-Message Secure Public Key Message Authentication.
Here we propose a suitable notion of authenticity for message transmission protocols that we call interactive unforgeability under chosen message attacks (iCMA). Our notion is designed as a very natural generalization to the interactive setting of the standard notion of strong unforgeability (suf-cma) for digital signatures. In fact, suf-cma security is a special case of iCMA security for 1-round protocols. Roughly speaking, in strong unforgeability the adversary has to produce a valid signature while having access to the signer. In order for the definition to be non-trivial, however, such signature has to be "new", i.e., not obtained from the signing oracle. Our notion of iCMA security naturally extends suf-cma as follows: the adversary A has to convince a receiver while having oracle access to the sender (instead of the signing oracle); the requirement that the signature must be new is replaced by requiring that A is not ping-pong. The formal definition follows.
Let Π = (Setup, S, R) be a message transmission protocol and A be an adversary. To define iCMA security, consider the following experiment:
If m * = ⊥ and A is not "ping-pong", then output 1. Else output 0.
Definition 6 (iCMA security). For any λ ∈ N, the advantage of A in breaking the iCMA security of a message transmission protocol Π is Adv Later, we further motivate the importance of interactive PKMA protocols by considering additional security notions that can be realized only in the interactive setting. This is the case for our notion of Replay Security (see Section 4.3), and for the deniability property (see Section 4.1). The former notion intuitively captures the idea of obtaining security by denying the adversary to access the sender oracle during the challenge session. Deniability, instead, allows the authenticator to deny his active participation in a protocol, i.e., it denies the verifier to transfer the information authenticated by S.
Basic Constructions
In this section we propose realizations of message transmission protocols satisfying our iCCA and iCMA security notions. Interestingly, our constructions show that iCCA security is implied by the iCMA and IND−CPA notions, whereas (somehow vice-versa) iCMA security is directly implied by iCCA. Our results thus show that in the interactive setting-and with a minimum level of interaction (i.e., 2 rounds) indeed!-the notions of confidentiality and authenticity present somewhat surprising and interesting relations unknown in the non-interactive case.
iCCA Encryption from IND−CPA Encryption and iCMA PKMA
Our result is a simple interactive encryption protocol that is based on a PKMA protocol Π and a public key encryption scheme E = (KG, Enc, Dec). The idea is simple and is illustrated in Figure 1 : the receiver Setting: a key pair (sendk , recvk ) for an iCMA-secure protocol Π is generated. sends a "fresh" public key ek authenticated using Π , and the sender encrypts the message using ek.
As we show in our theorem below, the PKMA protocol has to be iCMA-secure, while the PKE scheme E needs only to be 1-bounded-IND−CCA-secure. Concretely, Π can be a strongly unforgeable signature and E can be constructed using an IND−CPA-secure encryption (as shown by Cramer et al. [12] and recalled in Appendix C), thus yielding an optimal 2-round encryption protocol that is iCCA-secure based only on IND−CPA security. A more precise description follows. Let Π = (Setup , S , R ) be a PKMA protocol, and E = (KG, Enc, Dec) be a (non-interactive) public key encryption scheme. We build protocol Π = (Setup, S, R) as follows:
and output sendk = recvk and recvk = sendk . S(sendk, m): first run the PKMA protocol Π with R by playing the role of the receiver, i.e., S runs R (recvk ). If Π terminates correctly with output ek, then send c = Enc(ek, m) to R. Otherwise, stop running.
, run S (sendk , ek) to send ek with authenticity to S, and keep dk as private information. After Π terminates, on input a message c from S, the receiver algorithm computes m←Dec(dk, c) and returns the message m as its private output.
Proof. Consider the experiment Exp iCCA iPKE,A in which T 1 , . . . , T Q and T * are the transcripts of the oracle sessions and the challenge session. Each transcript T can be written as T = (T , T c ) such that T is the transcript of the PKMA protocol Π and T c is the portion containing the last message c. Let Forge be the event that in Exp iCCA iPKE,A the adversary A is not ping-pong in the subprotocol Π (i.e., T i ≡ T * ∀i = 1, . . . , Q), and that in the challenge session the sender accepts (i.e., R terminates correctly returning ek * = ⊥). It is not hard to see that
The security of our protocol then follows from showing that: (1) Forge occurs with negligible probability under the assumption that Π is iCMA-secure, and (2) if Forge does not occur, then any adversary winning in Exp iCCA iPKE,A can be used to break the 1-bounded-IND−CCA security of the encryption scheme. We formally prove these facts in the following claims.
The proof of Claim 1 is straightforward and appears in Appendix F.1. The proof of Claim 2 is given below.
Proof (Claim 2). Assume by contradiction there exists an efficient adversary
is non-negligible. Then we build a PPT adversary B that has non-negligible advantage in breaking the 1-bounded-IND−CCA security of the encryption scheme E = (KG, Enc, Dec).
On input a public keyēk, B works as follows:
-Generate a key pair sendk , recvk ) $ ← Setup (1 λ ), set sendk = recvk and run A(sendk). -Initialize a counter j←0 for the number of new sessions opened by A with R during the experiment.
-Choose a random index µ $ ← {1, . . . , Q} where Q = poly(λ) is an upper bound on the number of sessions opened by A with the oracle receiver R. Since Forge does not occur, A is ping-pong in the subprotocol Π and thus in the challenge session A will re-use one of the public keys ek 1 , . . . , ek Q obtained by the oracle R. Therefore, µ represents a guess for the index of such public key ek µ .
-For every oracle query asking to interact with a new copy of R: first, increment j by 1. Now, let j be the index of the current query. If j = µ, then B generates a new encryption key pair ek j , dk j ) $ ← KG(1 λ ), and runs S (sendk , ek j ) to simulate all the oracle answers of this session corresponding to the run of Π . Otherwise, if j = µ, it sets ek µ =ēk, and runs S (sendk ,ēk).
-When A queries R with the last protocol message c i on the i-th opened session: let ek i be the public key previously generated in the above step. If i = µ, then B knows the corresponding decryption key dk i , (B generated it by itself), and it answers by computing m i ←Dec(dk, c i ). If i = µ, B asks c i to the decryption oracle, obtainsm, and answersm. Notice that for i = µ such a query can occur only once, as c i is the last message of the protocol (the session is then closed). -Let (m 0 , m 1 ) be the message pair returned by the adversary A. Then the challenge session starts and A is expected to "speak first", by sending ek * using Π . Since Forge does not occur, we have that either ek * = ⊥, or ek * = ⊥ and A is ping-pong, i.e., ek * ∈ {ek 1 , . . . , ek Q }. In the first case B returns an error (this is a correct simulation by protocol's construction). In the second case: if ek * = ek µ , then B aborts the simulation and outputs a random bit. Otherwise, it continues as described below. B forwards (m 0 , m 1 ) to its challenger, gets back a ciphertext c * , and sends c * to A in the challenge session.
-B answers oracle queries as before.
-Finally, let b be A's output, then B outputs the same bit.
Let Abort be the event that B aborts during the experiment. If Abort occurs, then Pr[Exp
Moreover, as long as Abort does not occur the distribution of the public keys simulated by B is identical to the one in the real experiment, and thus the index µ is perfectly hidden. Hence, we have that Pr[Abort] = 1/Q and
To complete the proof we show that in the case Abort does not occur B's simulation of the iCCA game to A is perfect. In particular, we show that as long as A is not ping-pong (as it must be by definition of iCCA security) B can answer correctly to all queries made by A. Precisely, the tricky case that needs to be checked is that B can answer with the correct decryption when the adversary sends the last message on sessions that were already opened. Let T = (T , T c ) be the transcript of the queried session where ek is the corresponding public key and c is the ciphertext sent by A, and let T * = (T * , T * c ) be the transcript of the challenge session. If T ≡ T * , it essentially means that B generated ek and thus it can decrypt. If T ≡ T * , since A is not ping-pong, then it must be that either (I) c = c * (in this case B forwards c to the decryption oracle), or (II) c = c * and the corresponding timestamps are not alternating, i.e., t * n > t n , that is c was sent before B asked (and sent) the challenge ciphertext. Thus B could have asked c to its decryption oracle recall that in the 1-bounded-IND−CCA game such decryption query is legal.
In conclusion, we obtain: Adv
As an interesting consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain an equivalence between the notions of IND−CPA and iCCA security: Corollary 1. 2-round-iCCA encryption exists if and only if (non-interactive) IND−CPA PKE exists.
Proof. The first direction (IND−CPA ⇒ 2-round-iCCA) follows by observing that: (i) 1-bounded-IND−CCA is implied by IND−CPA security (see [12] and Appendix C); (ii) iCMA security can be realized using digital signatures, and thus from one-way functions (see our Corollary 3). The second direction follows from the following simple Lemma:
Proof. Let Π = (Setup, S, R) be a 2-round iCCA protocol (recall that wlog we assume that R speaks first). We construct a non-interactive encryption scheme E = (KG, Enc, Dec) from Π as follows:
where we denote with R the message sent by R, and by ρ its private coins. Output ek = (sendk, R) and dk = (recvk, ρ). Enc(ek, m): run the sender algorithm S(sendk, m) with input message R. Let C be the message generated by S. Output C as the ciphertext. Dec(dk, C): run m←R(DK) with input message C and private random coins ρ, and output m.
Proof of Security. Assume there exists an efficient A that breaks the IND−CPA security of E with non-negligible advantage , i.e., Adv
We build an adversary B that uses A to obtain non-negligible advantage in breaking the iCCA security of protocol Π. B is run on input the public sender key sendk and has oracle access to R. First, B queries R(recvk) to start a new session, and it obtains R. B sets ek = (sendk, R) and runs (m 0 , m 1 ) $ ← A(ek). B outputs the same pair of messages, and then runs the challenge session with S(sendk, m b ), to which it sends R and receives C * back. B finally runs b $ ← A(C * ) and outputs the same bit b . It is easy to see that the simulation of the IND−CPA experiment is perfect, and thus Adv
For the case of non-interactive public key encryption, it is an open problem to understand whether the notion of IND−CPA security implies the one of IND−CCA security (in a fully black-box sense), and there have been provided some evidences that it may not be the case [25] . In contrast, our result shows that by adding a single round of communication the basic notion of IND−CPA-security is sufficient to realize 2-round iCCA-secure encryption.
It is worth noting that a 3-round encryption protocol based on IND−CPA encryption was earlier proposed by Dolev, Dwork and Naor [19] . While the protocol in [19] can be proven in our formalization of interactive encryption (see Appendix B), our contribution is a protocol which is optimal (2 rounds) and is based on the same weaker assumption (IND−CPA security).
iCMA-secure PKMA from iCCA security
We show how to realize iCMA-secure message transmission from any message transmission protocol that is iCCA-secure, and any strongly unforgeable MAC. The protocol is based on an old idea of realizing public key authentication via CCA-secure encryption and message authentication codes. The basic idea is that the authenticator shows its ability to decrypt: the verifier encrypts a MAC key r for the authenticator, who decrypts and sends back the MAC of message m using the key r. This protocol (briefly sketched in Figure 2 ) implicitly appeared first in [30] and was proven secure in [1] . Here we generalize Setting: generate a key pair (sendk , recvk ) for an iCCA protocol Π . this construction in the framework of our definitions, i.e., by using (possibly interactive) iCCA-secure encryption in place of (non-interactive) IND−CCA-secure encryption. Furthermore, in Appendix E we generalize a 3-round protocol earlier proposed by Dolev, Dwork and Naor [19] that is based only on iCCA security.
Let MAC = (Gen, Tag, Ver) be a strongly unforgeable MAC with message space M and key space K, and let Π = (Setup , S , R ) be an encryption protocol with message space K. We build a PKMA protocol Π = (Setup, S, R) as follows.
and output recvk = sendk and sendk = recvk . The message space of the protocol Π is the message space M of the MAC. S(sendk, m): run the encryption protocol Π with R with reversed roles, i.e., S runs the receiver algorithm R of Π while R will run the sender algorithm S . Let r be the output of R at the end of the run of protocol Π . Then S sends (m, σ = Tag(r, m)) to R as the last message. R(recvk): generate a fresh MAC key r $ ← Gen(1 λ ) and send r to S using the encryption protocol Π , i.e., R runs S (sendk , r). Once the encryption protocol is over, R waits for a message (m, σ ) from S. If Ver(r, m, σ ) = 1 then R outputs m. Otherwise, it outputs ⊥.
We can now state the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If Π is iCCA-secure and MAC is strongly-unforgeable, then Π is an iCMA-secure message transmission protocol.
Proof. To prove the theorem we define the following hybrid games and we denote with G i the event that the outcome of Game i, run with A, is 1.
Game 0: this is the real iCMA game. Game 1: this is the same as Game 0 except that in the challenge session the receiver generates a random key r * $ ← Gen(1 λ ) but runs the encryption protocol Π with the message 0, i.e., R runs S (sendk , 0). We point out that the receiver keeps using r * as the random string associated with the run of the encryption protocol in the challenge session. This means that: 1. the receiver uses r * to check whether Ver(r * , m * , σ * ) = 1, where (m * , σ * ) is the forgery returned by the adversary (i.e., the last message of A in the challenge session); 2. the receiver uses r * to compute σ = Tag(r * , m) in all those queries to S(sendk, m) where the plaintext is m and all previous messages of the session are exactly the same as those of the challenge session (basically, the adversary replayed all messages of the encryption protocol but asked for a different plaintext m = m * ). Via a straightforward reduction to the iCCA-security of the encryption protocol, it is possible to show that there exists an adversary B such that: Setting: a key pair (sendk , recvk ) for an n-round protocol Π is generated. Finally, if we consider Game 1 it is not hard to see that by the strong unforgeability of the MAC we have that Pr[
Remark 1. While the protocol uses a fresh MAC key for every session, we stress that a one-time MAC (e.g., a pairwise independent hash function) is not sufficient to prove iCMA security. Intuitively, the reason is that the adversary may fully-replay the first portion of the protocol (i.e., the one related to Π ) from the challenge session to many copies of the sender, each initialized with a different plaintext m = m * , thus obtaining several MACs under the same key.
If we instantiate the above construction with a 1-round (aka non-interactive) iCCA-secure encryption scheme, and one of the constructions of MACs from IND−CCA encryption proposed in [17] (that have the advantage of having a 'compact' secret key), we then obtain an elegant and efficient 2-round PKMA protocol based only on IND−CCA security. Moreover, by directly observing the MAC of [17] and the resulting protocol, we managed to further optimize this protocol: we notice that the ephemeral secret key dk (which is part of the MAC key with r) is only used for verification, and there is no need to encrypt it inside c; instead, we use labels to bind ek with c. The resulting optimized protocol is presented in Figure 3 .
By instantiating the result of Theorem 2 (and our optimization above) with known constructions of CCA-secure encryption from Factoring [28] , DDH [13] , or CDH [42] , we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2. If the Factoring (resp. DDH, CDH) assumption holds, there exists an efficient 2-round PKMA.
Secure Round Extension of Message Transmission Protocols
The basic idea for constructing an (n + 1) message transmission protocol Π from an n-round Π is sketched in Figure 4 , and consists in letting the party who speaks first send a random nonce r, and then running the n-round protocol with plaintext m|r. Finally, the receiver will terminate correctly only if the n-round protocol returns a plaintext m|r, where r is the same nonce sent in the first message.
A formal description of our round-extension construction follows.
If Π = (Setup , S , R ) is an n-round message transmission protocol, then we construct an (n + 1)-round protocol Π = (Setup, S, R) as follows. The key generation algorithm is the same, i.e., Setup = Setup and sendk = sendk , recvk = recvk . To build algorithms S and R we distinguish two cases according to which party speaks first in Π : S or R .
1. R speaks first. In the new protocol Π , it will be S who will speak first.
S (sendk , m): first, choose r $ ← {0, 1} λ and send r to R . To react to the later messages, run S(sendk, m|r) (i.e., on the message obtained by concatenating m and r). R (recvk ): wait for the message r from S . Next, store r and run R(recvk). At the end of a session, let m = (m |r ) be the the message returned by R. If r = r, then return m , otherwise, output ⊥. 2. S speaks first. In the new protocol Π , it will be R who will speak first.
S (sendk , m): wait for the message r from R and then run S(sendk, m|r). R (recvk ): first, choose a random r $ ← {0, 1} λ and send r to S . Next, run R(recvk), and let m = (m |r ) be the the message returned by R at the end of its execution. If r = r, then return m , otherwise output ⊥.
In the following theorem we prove that the above construction preserves iCCA and iCMA security.
Theorem 3. For any n ≥ 1, if Π is an iCCA (resp. iCMA) secure n-round protocol, there exists an (n + 1)-round protocol Π that is iCCA (resp. iCMA) secure.
The proof of the Theorem appears in Appendix F.2 and F. 3 . In what follows we show the following interesting corollary, where (a) is obtained by applying our observation that 1-round iCMA-secure PKMA is equivalent to strongly unforgeable signatures, and (b) follows from our Theorem 1. 
Advanced Security Properties from the Power of Interaction
We discuss three advanced security properties of message transmission protocols, each requiring interaction: deniability, forward security, and replay security.
While the first two properties have been already considered in previous work in the context of encryption, key exchange, and message authentication, the last one, replay security, is new and aims at obtaining more intuitive security definitions of message transmission. Interestingly, we show that replay security can be achieved only by interactive protocols, and that with enough interaction our notions of iCCA and iCMA security already provide replay-secure protocols.
Below we start with an informal discussion of these advanced security notions. Then, we proceed by defining and discussing these properties in more detail: deniability (Section 4.1), forward-security (Section 4.2), and replay-security (Section 4.3).
Deniability. We already mentioned that interactive PKE/PKMA might achieve advanced security properties which are impossible in the non-interactive setting. One such (well studied [19, 21, 20, 15] ) notion is that of deniable authentication, which was actually the original motivation of the DDN paper. Since this is not the main topic of this work, we only define the weakest notion of passive deniability (and its extension called 'passive forward deniability' [15] ), and observe that our optimized 2-round variant from non-interactive CCA-secure PKE is passively forward deniable. 12 Forward Security. Another example is the notion of forward security, which (intuitively) states that 'old' message transmissions should remain private even if the party's long term secret key is later compromised. Prior to our work, forward security has been extensively studied in the KE literature (in fact, in many cases being a mandatory part of a 'secure' KE). On the other hand, forward security is (obviously) impossible for non-interactive PKE without "changing the model"; e.g. by introducing global time periods, and periodically refreshing the secret key [9] . In contrast, no such impossibility exists for interactive PKE, and, indeed, our interactive PKE schemes are forward-secure, since all of them use ephemeral keys to actually encrypt the message.
Replay-Security. Yet another limitation of non-interactive PKE/PKMA schemes is that they necessarily suffer from what we informally (for now) term "replay" attacks. In the case of encryption, for example, an attacker can always record an 'old' ciphertext, and then manage to decrypt it much later. Similarly, a verifier can always pass an 'old' signature to another verifier in the future. Motivated by this impossibility, we formalize (to the best of our knowledge, for the first time) the notion of replay-secure (necessarily) interactive PKMA/PKE schemes. For the former, a honest verifier is assured that the "current" message is actually being authenticated by the secret key owner "now", as opposed to some time in the past. For the latter, a honest encryptor is similarly assured that the "current" message can only be decrypted by the secret key owner "now", as opposed to some time in the future. We then show that any interactive PKE/PKMA scheme which has at least 2 rounds is already replay-secure. 13 For example, we automatically get replay-secure PKE/PKMA schemes, by using the 2-round solutions in this paper. 14 We also notice that a very special case of our replay-secure PKMA, when the message space has cardinality 1, essentially corresponds to the strongest security notion for identification schemes, called impersonation security under concurrent attacks [5] . Here the attacker has concurrent oracle access to the prover (i.e., 'signer of a fixed message'), then loses this oracle access, and, finally, has to convince an honest verifier. In fact, our 2-round PKMA protocols, when specialized to this trivial case, essentially "collapse" to well-known challenge-response identification protocols from CCA-encryption and signature schemes, respectively. Of course, by having an extra "non-trivial" message, we think that replay-secure PKMA schemes should have more applications than concurrently secure identification schemes.
Deniability
Informally speaking, a PKMA protocol is deniable if the authenticator S can authenticate a message m to the receiver R in such a way that R cannot use the transcript of their conversation as evidence to later convince third parties about the fact that S took part in the protocol and authenticated m.
The area of deniable authentication has attracted a lot of attention [21, 20, 29, 15] and has several variants depending on the exact attack scenario. While a detailed exploration of this area is beyond the scope of our work, to illustrate the potential of interactivity we show that our PKMA protocols based on iCCA encryption already satisfies the weakest form of (perfect) passive deniability, which we define below.
Definition 7 (Passive Deniability).
A PKMA protocol Π = (Setup, S, R) is passive deniable if there exists a PPT simulator Sim such that for all honestly generated keys (recvk, sendk) $ ← Setup(1 λ ), and for any message m ∈ M, Sim(recvk, m) generates a transcript π S that is (computationally, statistically, or perfectly) indistinguishable from a transcript π of a real execution S(sendk, m), R(recvk) of the protocol.
Forward Deniability. As noted by Di Raimondo and Gennaro [15] , the standard definition of deniability provides guarantees only to the sender. However, if the sender later changes its mind, it might be able to exhibit some witness (e.g., its private key) that proves its participation in the protocol. To rule out even this possibility, Di Raimondo and Gennaro introduced the notion of forward deniability, and showed that every protocol which is deniable in a statistical or perfect sense is also forward deniable.
Remark 2 (Strong Deniability).
It is possible to also consider a stronger form of deniability [21] , in which the receiver might be dishonest. The resulting definition is essentially very similar to the one for dishonest verifier zero-knowledge. We refer to [21] for more details.
Building Forward Deniable PKMA. Let Π mac and Π lab be our PKMA protocols in Section 3.2 and Appendix E based on iCCA encryption and MACs and on labeled iCCA encryption, respectively, when instantiated with non-interactive, i.e., 1-round, (labeled) iCCA protocols. Then we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 4. The protocols Π mac and Π lab are passive forward deniable.
For protocol Π lab , the proof simply follows by observing that the following PPT simulator Sim satisfies Definition 7. Sim(recvk, m) chooses a random r $ ←M (whereM is the message space of the labeled iCCA encryption protocol), and outputs π S = m, S m (recvk, r), r . It is easy to observe that π S is exactly distributed as the transcript of a real execution of the protocol. For the protocol Π mac the proof is essentially the same except that the simulated transcript is π S = S(recvk, r), Tag r (m) . Finally, note that since the transcripts are perfectly indistinguishable the protocols are also forward deniable.
As already noticed in previous work [21, 16] , both protocols Π mac and Π lab can be modified by adding a challenge-response subprotocol in order to make them strong deniable for sequential executions.
Forward Security
Intuitively, forward security guarantees that any leak of secret information at some time t should not affect the security of protocol runs that occurred in the past, i.e., at any time t < t. Forward security is a desirable property that is not known to be achieved by standard non-interactive public key encryption. Here we formalize suitable definitions of forward security for interactive encryption protocols, and we show that our constructions satisfy this property.
We consider both a weak and a strong version of forward security. To define weak forward security, we introduce an oracle Corrupt, which outputs the secret key recvk of the receiver R. Then we define the experiment Exp wFS Π,A (λ) to be the same as Exp iCCA Π,A (λ) except that A is additionally given access to the oracle Corrupt that can be queried only after the challenge session is completed.
Definition 8 (Weak Forward Security).
We define the advantage of an adversary A in breaking weak forward security (wFS) of protocol Π as Adv To define strong forward security we introduce another oracle, StateCorrupt, which outputs the receiver's secret key recvk as well as R's private state, consisting of random coins and private information generated during the run of the protocol. In order to make the game non-trivial for the adversary, we restrict the revealed state only to sessions that are at the time of the query not completed, and whose transcript T does not partially match with the transcript T * of the challenge session. We say that a transcript T partially matches with T * if T matches T * in the old sense up to the first n messages, where n is the length of T , i.e., if T * has length n and T has length n ≤ n, we consider the first portionT * of length n of the transcript T * , and we apply the previous definition of match, i.e., T ≡T * . This notion of partial match is introduced to formalize the fact that the adversary should obtain not even a small portion of the private state concerning the challenge session. Although this may appear a restriction, we make the following two observations. First, it follows our intuition for the security of interactive encryption in which sensitive transmissions should be particularly secured so as not to leak private state information. Second, it is reasonable to think that once the decryptor loses its control and reveals all its private state to the adversary (even the state of uncompleted sessions), then there should be no specific security guarantees for every session which is significantly related with the revealed private state.
Formally, we define the experiment Exp sFS Π,A (λ) to be the same as Exp iCCA Π,A (λ) except that A is additionally given access to the oracle StateCorrupt, that can be queried only after the challenge session is completed.
Definition 9 (Strong Forward Security). We define the advantage of A in breaking the strong forward security (sFS) of Π as Adv Building Forward Secure (Interactive) PKE. Below we show that our construction of interactive encryption from IND−CPA-secure encryption proposed in Section 3.1 achieves strong forward security.
Intuitively, this follows from observing that the long-term private key of R is the signing key sk whereas its private state consists of one-time decryption keys dk. In more detail, we show that our proof of iCCA security (Theorem 1) can be adapted to the case of strong forward security as follows. First, we can define the same event Forge, and observe that the proof of Claim 1 to bound Pr[Forge] remains the same. Indeed, in this proof StateCorrupt queries do not have to be simulated as the entire simulation will stop before the challenge session is completed. Second, the remaining part of the proof of Theorem 1 can be easily changed as follows to enable the simulator B answer StateCorrupt queries. B knows the secret key recvk = sendk (it is the secret key generated by B itself), which can thus be returned in output. Then, by definition of strong forward security the only sessions whose state is to be revealed are those sessions that do not partially match with the challenge session: essentially those sessions for which B already knows the one-time decryption key dk.
Remark 3. While we showed that our construction of Section 3.1 satisfies strong forward security, we observe that a construction obtained by applying our round-extension Theorem 3 instead cannot be proven strong forward secure because of the following attack (here we consider the case when S speaks first).
-The adversary starts the challenge session with to get the first message r * from the challenger. -Next, it chooses some r = r * and queries R by sending r to start a new session.
-It receives back ek from R (at the end of Π ), and forwards ek to the challenger as the second message.
-Let c * be the message received by the challenger. Now, A queries StateCorrupt which will return the secret key dk corresponding to ek. Notice that such a query is legal as this session does not partially match with the challenge one as r = r * . -Finally, A uses dk to decrypt the ciphertext c * .
The above issue stems from the fact that our round extension transformation does not preserve forward secrecy. However, nothing is lost as the issue can be fixed, thus achieving strong forward security even for iCCA protocols obtained via round-extension. To do this, we can modify our generic transformation as follows: when R receives the random r from S, R signs every protocol message together with r, and includes such signatures along with the messages. Clearly, the above attack no longer applies as A will not be able to create valid protocol messages for an r = r * . A formal proof easily follows the intuition above, and is omitted.
Replay Security
In what follows we formalize the notion of replay security, and then we show that traditional noninteractive protocols (e.g., CCA encryption and signatures) cannot be replay-secure. Intuitively, the reason is that a ciphertext or a digital signature can always be "replayed" after its transmission (this also explains our choice for the name of this notion).
Time Intervals and Concurrent Sessions. To formalize our definitions and argue more easily about concurrent sessions, we refine our notion of time and we introduce an intuitive terminology. If t and t are time instants such that t < t , then we denote with [t, t ] the time interval between t and t , i.e., the sequence t, t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t . For every protocol transcript T = (M 1 , t 1 ) . In the following lemma we show that in any protocol with at least two rounds, any ping-pong adversary is also overlapping. We use this general statement to prove that any 2-round secure messagetransmission protocol is also replay-secure.
Lemma 2. Let n ≥ 2 and Π be an n-round message transmission protocol. If A is a ping-pong adversary against Π, then A is overlapping.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that A is not overlapping, then we show that A is not ping-pong. Let T * and [t * 1 , t * n ] be the transcript and time interval of the challenge session. Since A is not overlapping, no oracle session T overlaps with T * , i.e., for every oracle session with time interval
However, since n ≥ 2, it is easy to see that if [t * 1 , t * n ] ∩ [t 1 , t n ] = ∅ then the timestamps of these two sessions are not alternating, and thus T ≡ T * .
Replay-Secure Public-Key Message Authentication. Informally speaking, a PKMA protocol is replay-secure if all oracle sessions initialized with the challenge plaintext m * do not overlap with the challenge session. This essentially means that the adversary loses access to the legitimate signer (on message m * ) before starting to forge m * .
For a more formal definition, consider the experiment Exp First, in the following theorem we show that 1-round PKMA protocols cannot be replay-secure. Its proof is rather simple and follows from the fact that in 1-round protocols there is clearly no overlap between different sessions. Hence, the dummy adversary who replays a signature received from the legitimate signer is a valid adversary in the RSMA experiment.
Theorem 5. Any 1-round iCMA-secure PKMA protocol is not RSMA-secure.
It is worth noting that one can obtain 1-round replay-secure solutions in different models, e.g., by introducing global time periods and requiring the signer to always sign the message with the current timestamp. However, such a solution falls outside the pure non-interactive model considered by our work.
Therefore, while 1-round replay-secure PKMA cannot be achieved, in the following theorem we show that with at least two rounds of interaction any iCMA-secure protocol is a replay-secure PKMA.
Theorem 6. For n ≥ 2, any n-round iCMA-secure protocol Π is RSMA-secure. From Theorem 6 we obtain two interesting results that we summarize in the following corollary:
Proof. The proof follows by observing that if A is not a replay adversary in Exp
(1) There exists a simple 2-round replay-secure PKMA protocol based on any strongly unforgeable signature scheme (and thus on one-way functions); (2) there exists a simple 2-round replaysecure PKMA protocol based on any IND−CCA-secure PKE.
The construction (1) follows by combining Theorem 6 with our round-extension result (Theorem 3) applied to any strongly unforgeable signature (aka 1-round iCMA-secure PKMA). The construction (2) from IND−CCA-secure PKE is instead obtained by applying Theorem 6 to our 2-round construction of Theorem 2 (instantiated with a non-interactive IND−CCA-secure PKE scheme).
Remark 4 (Relation to Concurrent-Secure Identification Schemes).
Notice that in the special case when the message space has cardinality 1, our notion of replay-secure PKMA essentially corresponds to the strongest security notion for identification schemes, called impersonation security under concurrent attacks [5] . In this case (i.e., message space of cardinality 1), a PKMA can be indeed seen as an identification scheme. Moreover, by considering authentication with an empty message space, the 2-round PKMA protocols mentioned in Corollary 4 recover well known 2-round, signature-based and encryption-based, identification schemes (see, e.g., [2] , and notice that outputting the secret key is indeed a secure MAC for an empty message space).
Replay-Secure Public-Key Encryption. Informally speaking, a PKE protocol is replay-secure if there is no overlap between the challenge session and all oracle sessions in which the plaintext revealed by the receiver is one of the two challenge plaintexts. In essence, this means that during the challenge session the adversary loses access to the legitimate decryptor, but only on the challenge plaintexts m 0 or m 1 . More formally, consider the experiment Exp It is worth mentioning that the notion of replay-secure PKE is similar to the notion of Replayable CCA-secure encryption (RCCA) introduced by Canetti, Krawczyk and Nielsen [10] . In RCCA security the adversary is allowed to submit any ciphertext c to the decryption oracle, except that if c decrypts to m 0 or m 1 the adversary gets a special string test as response.
Similarly to replay-secure PKMA, in the following theorems we show that replay-secure PKE requires at least 2-rounds of interaction to be achieved. Theorem 7. Any 1-round iCCA-secure PKE protocol is not RSE-secure.
The proof is obtained by considering the adversary who replays the challenge ciphertext to the receiver. Theorem 8. For n ≥ 2, any n-round iCCA-secure protocol Π is RSE-secure. Strong Replay-Secure Encryption. We notice that our definition of replay security (for both PKMA and PKE) does not allow the adversary to suspend "critical" sessions (e.g., sessions authenticating m * , or sessions which decrypt to m 0 or m 1 ) during the challenge session, and to later resume these sessions once the challenge session is over. While allowing such suspended sessions would not make sense for PKMA (indeed observe that the outcome of the security experiment is determined upon the end of the challenge session), it might be a reasonable strengthening for replay-secure PKE. Here we define strong-replay-secure PKE, and we show that two rounds of interaction are insufficient to achieve strong replay-security with suspended sessions (see Theorem 9 below), but three rounds are enough and indeed any (at least) 3-round iCCA-secure PKE is strong replay-secure (cf. Theorem 10).
Proof. The proof follows by observing that if A is not a replay adversary in Exp
Towards defining strong replay security more formally, let us say that [t 1 , t n ] is off during [t * 1 , t * n ] if for all j = 1, . . . , n we have that t j / ∈ [t * 1 , t * n ]. We call A a strong replay adversary if there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , Q} such that m i = m 0 or m i = m 1 , and
Definition 12 (Strong Replay-Secure Encryption). Let Exp sRSE Π,A be the same experiment as Exp iCCA Π,A , except that A is required not to be a strong replay adversary (instead of denying it to be ping-pong). Then we say that an interactive protocol Π is a strong replay secure encryption (sRSE) if for any PPT A, its advantage Adv Proof. To prove the theorem we show that there exists an adversary A who is not a strong replay adversary in Exp sRSE Π,A but is a ping-pong adversary. Then, being ping-pong, A can trivially obtain a decryption of the challenge plaintext.
First, observe that in any 2-round protocol we have the first message from R to S. So, consider the following adversary A that plays the role of the receiver in the challenge session:
-A queries R on a new session and obtains M 1 with timestamp t 1 = t.
-A sends M 1 to the honest sender S as the first protocol message in the challenge session (here M 1 gets timestamp t * 1 = t + 1). A receives back M 2 from S, where M 2 gets timestamp t * 2 = t + 2. -A forwards M 2 to R in the session previously opened in step 1 (this message gets timestamp t 2 = t + 3).
While
. This is exactly a case in which the adversary suspended a session.
Theorem 10. For n ≥ 3, any n-round iCCA-secure protocol Π is sRSE-secure.
The proof is basically the same as that of Theorem 8, except that here we use the following lemma to show that for 3-round protocols any ping-pong adversary generates an oracle session (decrypting to one of the challenge plaintexts) which is not off during the challenge session. Lemma 3. Let n ≥ 3, and let T , [t 1 , t n ] and T * , [t * 1 , t * n ] be the transcripts and time intervals of two sessions of an n-round protocol. If [t 1 , t n ] is off during [t * 1 , t * n ], then T does not match with T * .
Proof. Recall that [t 1 , t n ] is off during [t * 1 , t * n ] if for all j = 1, . . . , n we have that t j / ∈ [t * 1 , t * n ]. This means that either one of the following cases occurs: (1) 
Case (1) is identical to that of Lemma 2. In case (2), we have that the two sessions overlap, and we also know that t j / ∈ [t * 1 , t * n ], ∀j = 1, . . . , n, that is t 1 < t * 1 and t 3 > t * 3 . Since there are at least 3 rounds, there exists at least a distinct timestamp t 2 such that t 1 < t 2 < t n and such that t 2 satisfies either one of the following conditions: t 1 < t 2 < t * 1 , or t n > t 2 > t * n . However, one can again check that in neither one of these cases the timestamps are correctly alternating. Therefore, T ≡ T * .
A.2 Digital Signatures
A digital signature scheme consists of a triple of algorithms Σ = (Σ.kg, Sign, Ver) working as follows:
Σ.kg(1 λ ) the key generation takes as input a security parameter λ and returns a pair of keys (sk, vk). Sign(sk, m) on input a signing key sk and a message m, the signing algorithm produces a signature σ. Ver(vk, m, σ) given a triple vk, m, σ the verification algorithm tests if σ is a valid signature on m with respect to verification key vk.
For security we define the following experiment:
If Ver(vk, m * , σ * ) = 1 and (m * , σ * ) is "new" then output 1 Else Output 0
We say that the forgery (m * , σ * ) is "new" if it is different from all the pairs (m i , σ i ) obtained from the signing oracle Sign(sk, ·). We define the advantage of an adversary A in breaking the strong unforgeability against chosen-message attacks (suf-cma) of Σ as Adv
Definition 14 (suf-cma security). A digital signature scheme Σ is suf-cma-secure if for any PPT A, Adv
A weaker notion of security is (simple) unforgeability against chosen-message attacks (uf-cma), which is defined as the strong version above, except that (m * , σ * ) is considered "new" if only the message m * (instead of the pair) is different from all messages m i queried to the signing oracle.
A.3 Message Authentication Codes
A message authentication code consists of a triple of algorithms MAC = (Gen, Tag, Ver) working as follows:
Gen(1 λ ): the key generation algorithm takes as input the security parameter λ and returns a key k ∈ K. Tag(k, m): on input a secret key k ∈ K and a message m ∈ M, the authentication algorithm produces an authentication tag σ. Ver(k, m, σ): given the secret key k, a message m and an authentication tag σ, the verification algorithm tests if σ correctly authenticates m.
A scheme MAC is correct if for all λ ∈ N and m ∈ M, the probability Pr[Ver(k, m, σ) = 1 : ) ] is overwhelming. The security is defined via the following experiment:
If A makes a verification query (m * , σ * ) such that Ver(k, m * , σ * ) = 1 and (m * , σ * ) is "new", then output 1. Else output 0 where for (m * , σ * ) being "new" we mean that it must be different from all the pairs (m i , σ i ) obtained from the tag oracle Tag(k, ·). The advantage of an adversary A in breaking the strong unforgeability against chosen-message and chosen verification queries attacks (suf-cmva) of MAC is Adv In this section we recall the 3-round iCCA-secure PKE proposed by Dolev, Dwork and Naor [19] , which is based on IND−CPA-secure PKE and signature schemes.
Let Σ = (Σ.kg, Sign, Ver) be a (regular) signature scheme, Σ = (Σ.kg , Sign , Ver ) be a one-time signature scheme, and E = (KG, Enc, Dec) be a (non-interactive) public key encryption scheme. Using our syntax, the DDN protocol Π DDN = (Setup, S, R) is as follows: Once the message (c, σ S ) is obtained, the receiver checks that Ver (vk S , c, σ S ) = 1, and if so returns m←Dec(dk, c) as its private output.
Below we sketch the proof of security of Π DDN under our iCCA notion.
Theorem 11. If E is IND−CPA-secure, Σ is uf-cma-secure, and Σ is one-time uf-cma-secure, then Π DDN is iCCA-secure.
Proof (Sketch). Consider the experiment Exp iCCA Π DDN ,A , and let vk * S and (c * , σ * S ) be the first and the third protocol messages, respectively, generated by the honest sender in the challenge session. Let Forge 1 be the event that in the challenge session the adversary A outputs a second protocol message including a valid signature σ R that was not obtained by the R oracle. It is not hard to see that under the assumption that the signature scheme Σ is secure we have that Pr[Forge 1 ] is negligible. Also, let Forge 2 be the event that the adversary queries the receiver oracle with a third protocol message (c, σ S ) such that: the first protocol message of the given session is vk * S (i.e., the same verification key as in the challenge session), but c is "new", in particular c = c * . Again, it is possible to show that under the assumption that Σ is a one-time signature the probability Pr[Forge 2 ] is negligible.
Finally, it is possible to show that Pr[Exp iCCA Π DDN ,A | Forge 1 ∧Forge 2 ] is negligible under the assumption that E is IND−CPA-secure. The main observation is that one can simulate answers of the receiver oracle to third messages (i.e., decryptions). This follows from the fact that when Forge 1 and Forge 2 do not occur, a non-ping-pong adversary cannot create a valid third message that uses the same one-time signature/encryption keys of the challenge session.
C A 1-bounded IND−CCA-Secure Encryption Scheme
Here we recall a black-box construction of a 1-bounded IND−CCA-secure encryption scheme from an IND−CPA-secure one. The scheme is a (simplified) special case of the q-bounded one of Cramer et al. [12] , but it is also very similar to the scheme of Dolev, Dwork and Naor [19] without NIZK proofs.
Let E = (KG , Enc , Dec ) be a semantic secure public key encryption scheme. The IND−CCA scheme E = (KG, Enc, Dec) is defined as follows:
. . , n, b = 0, 1, and a random universal oneway hash function h. Output the public key ek = (h, ek (c 1 , . . . , c n ) using sk, and output C = (vk, σ, c 1 , . . . , c n ). Verify that σ is a valid signature on (c 1 , . . . , c n ) using verification key vk. Then compute v = h(vk) and decrypt each ciphertext computing m i ←Dec(dk
Dec(dk, C):
v i i ). If the signature is valid output m = m 1 ⊕ m 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ m n . Otherwise output ⊥ (reject).
D iCCA-Secure Interactive Encryption with Labels
In an encryption scheme with "labels" the encryption and decryption algorithms are assumed to take a public string called label as an additional input. While this notion has been already introduced in the non-interactive setting [8] , here we propose its natural extension to the interactive scenario. We will show an elegant application of labeled iCCA encryption to our notion of public key message authentication (see Section 2.2).
An interactive encryption protocol with labels is basically the same as the one defined in Section 2.1, except that both sender and receiver work with a public label L (i.e., an arbitrary binary string) as additional input. For any label L we denote the algorithms with S L (sendk, m) and R L (recvk). For correctness, we require that for all honestly generated keys (sendk, recvk), all messages m ∈ M and all labels L, S L (sendk, m), R L (recvk) = m holds with all but negligible probability.
The iCCA security notion is extended to the labeled case as follows: when the adversary queries the receiver oracle, it also specifies a label L, i.e., A interacts with R L (recvk). The adversary A is also required to output a label L * along with the message pair (m 0 , m 1 ), and the challenge session is
. The restriction on A not to be ping-pong is extended in such a way that for every oracle session with transcript T and label L, it must hold L = L * or T ≡ T * .
Building iCCA Encryption with Labels from iCCA Encryption. We show that iCCA encryption with labels can be realized from iCCA-secure encryption. The idea of the construction is the same as for the non-interactive case: if L is the label, then the encryption protocol is run with plaintext m L = L|m, i.e., the concatenation of the label and the plaintext m; when the decryptor obtains a plaintext m L = L |m it checks whether it obtained the label L, i.e., if L = L.
A formal description of this construction follows. Let Π = (Setup, S, R) be an interactive encryption protocol. We build an interactive encryption protocol with labels Π = (Setup , S , R ) as follows. The key generation is the same Setup = Setup, thus sendk = sendk, recvk = recvk. The sender algorithm S L (sendk, m) simply runs S(sendk, L|m) (i.e., on the concatenation of the message m and the label L). The receiver algorithm R L (recvk) runs R(recvk). At the end of a session, if m L = (L |m ) is the the message returned by R, then R returns m only if L = L. Otherwise, it returns ⊥.
We show the security of this construction via the following theorem.
Theorem 12.
If Π is a iCCA-secure encryption protocol, then Π is a iCCA-secure encryption protocol with labels.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a PPT adversary A that breaks the iCCA security of the labeled scheme Π , then we show how to build a PPT algorithm B that uses A as a subroutine to break the iCCA security of Π. B is given sendk, it runs A(sendk) and answers oracle queries as follows. When A will query R on a new session, A has to provide a label L. So, B stores L, queries its oracle, R, and returns its answer to A. All the oracle queries to R for sessions that already started are simply forwarded by B to its R oracle. When A queries R on the last message, B first forwards this query to R, obtains m = (L |m ), and returns to A m , if L = L (where L is the label stored for this session), and ⊥ otherwise.
When A outputs a message pair (m 0 , m 1 ) and a label L * , B starts its challenge session by returning (L * |m 0 , L * |m 1 ) as its message pair. Next, for all subsequent messages B simply forwards them to its challenge session, and forwards back to A the respective responses. Let T * = (M * 1 , t * 1 ), . . . , (M * n , t * n ) be the transcript of the challenge session between B (who is simulating S L * (sendk, m b )) and A.
Setting: a key pair (sendk , recvk ) for an iCCA-secure protocol Π is generated. In this second phase, B answers all oracle queries as before except for the following change. Assume that A sends the last message M n in some session whose label is L and whose transcript is T = (M 1 , t 1 ) , . . . , (M n , t n ) . If T ≡ T * but L = L * , then B returns ⊥ as the R output. Note that by correctness of Π, R would decrypt T to some message of the form L * |m b . Hence, as L = L * R would reject this message, that is B's answer is correctly distributed. If b is the output of A at the end of the simulation, B outputs the same value. To complete the proof, we observe that if A is not ping-pong, then B is not ping-pong.
S(recvk
E iCMA-secure PKMA from labeled iCCA-secure encryption.
Here we consider another protocol that achieves public key message authentication based on iCCAsecure encryption. The basic protocol was first proposed by Dolev, Dwork, and Naor in [19] , and later discussed by Dwork, Naor, and Sahai [21, 22] . Here we revisit this construction by using the abstraction of encryption with labels, and by using our notion of (possibly) interactive iCCA-secure encryption (see Section D). A sketch of the protocol is summarized in Figure 5 : (1) S sends the message m to R; (2) R picks a random string r and confidentially transmits r with label m to S by using the encryption protocol Π ; (3) S obtains r and hands r to the receiver. If R obtains the same r, then it accepts the message m.
To improve on round complexity, one can use even a 1-round (aka non-interactive) iCCA-secure labeled encryption scheme. In this case, our construction yields a 3-round iCMA-secure protocol. However, we note that the first round, where S sends m to R, can be dropped in all those applications where the message is implicitly known to the receiver (e.g., it is some public information). This way, one obtains an optimal 2-round protocol.
More formally, if Π = (Setup , S , R ) is an encryption protocol with labels with message spaceM such that |M| ≈ 2 λ , then we build a PKMA protocol Π = (Setup, S, Ver) as follows.
and output sendk = recvk and recvk = sendk . S(sendk, m): as first protocol message, send m. Next, run the encryption protocol Π by playing the role of the receiver. More precisely, use m as the label, and run R m (recvk ). Let r be the output of R at the end of the encryption protocol. Finally, send r to R as the last message. R(recvk): first, wait for message m from S. Next, choose a random string r $ ←M and run the encryption protocol Π by playing the role of the sender. More precisely, use m as the label and run S m (sendk , r). If the encryption protocol terminates correctly, then wait for the last message r from S. If r = r then output m. Otherwise, output ⊥.
We can now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 13. If Π is iCCA-secure encryption with labels, with message space of size at least 2 λ , then the protocol Π described above is iCMA-secure.
Game 0: this is the real iCMA game. Game 1: this is the same as Game 0 except that in the challenge session the challenger generates two random strings r * $ ←M, and it runs the encryption protocol Π with a fixed string r * 1 (e.g., r * 1 = 0 λ ), i.e., B runs S m * (sendk , r * 1 ). However, the challenger keeps using r * 0 as the random string associated with the run of the encryption protocol in the challenge session, i.e., the remaining part of the game (outside the encryption protocol) remains the same as Game 0. Precisely, this means that the challenger uses r * 0 to check the validity of the last message r provided by the adversary in the challenge session, i.e., it checks whether r = r * 0 .
Via a straightforward reduction to the iCCA-security of the encryption protocol, it is possible to show that there exists an adversary B such that
Finally, if we analyze Game 1, it is not hard to see that in order to let Game 1 output 1, the adversary has to correctly guess the value of r * 0 . However, in Game 1, the string r * 0 is randomly chosen and is not used in the encryption protocol. Hence, its value is information-theoretically hidden to any adversary A. Hence, we have that Pr[G 1 ] ≤ 1 2 λ , which is negligible, as desired. for a non-negligible value . Then we show how to build a PPT adversary B that has non-negligible advantage against the iCMA security of the message transmission protocol Π .
F Postponed Proofs
B is given in input the public receiver key recvk and it has oracle access to the sender S (sendk , ·). B proceeds as follows:
-Run A(sendk) with sendk = recvk . -For every oracle query asking to interact with a new copy of R: generate a new encryption key pair (ek, dk) $ ← KG(1 λ ), and query S (sendk , ek) to simulate the first part of the protocol. -When the adversary makes the last query to R on a session that is already opened: let ek be the first message previously generated in the above step, and let c be the message sent by A for this query. B answers by computing m←Dec(dk, C) (where dk is the decryption key generated by B together with ek). -When A outputs the message pair (m 0 , m 1 ), B also starts its challenge session, and forwards all A's messages of the subprotocol Π to its challenger. If Π in the challenge session terminates with ek * , then B returns ek * .
If Forge occurs then, by the definition of the event, A is not ping-pong and thus B is not ping-pong either. Hence, Adv suf-cma B,Σ (λ) = Pr[Forge] ≥ , which concludes the proof of the claim.
F.2 Proof of Theorem 3 (iCCA security)
Assume by contradiction there exists a PPT adversary A that breaks the iCCA security of Π , then we show how to build a PPT algorithm B that uses A as a subroutine to break the iCCA security of Π.
Here too, we distinguish between the above two cases according to which party speaks first.
1. R speaks first. B is run on input sendk. It runs A(sendk) and answers oracle queries as follows. Since in Π it is S who speaks first, when A will query R to start a new session, A will also send a nonce r ∈ {0, 1} λ . B stores r, queries R and returns its answer to A. R oracle queries for sessions that already started before are forwarded by B to R, except for the following change for the last message. B forwards the message received from A to R. Let (m |r ) be its response, and let r be the string stored for this session by B. If r = r then B returns m . Otherwise, it returns ⊥. When A outputs a message pair (m 0 , m 1 ) B chooses a random string r * $ ← {0, 1} λ \ {r 1 , . . . , r Q } (where r 1 , . . . , r Q are all the strings sent by A to the oracle R in the previous phase), and sends r * to A. Note that as long as the r string is sufficiently large, the distribution of this choice of r * is statistically close to the one in the real experiment. So, B outputs (r * |m 0 , r * |m 1 ) as its message pair, and continues the simulation by forwarding the remaining messages of the challenge session to its challenger. In this second phase, all oracle queries are answered as before, except for the following change. Assume that the challenge session is completed, let T * = (r * , t * 1 ), (M * 1 , t * 2 ), . . . , (M * n , t * n+1 ) be its transcript, and assume that A queries R on an already opened session by sending the last message. B should then answer with the output of R . Let T = (r, t 1 ), (M 1 , t 2 ), . . . , (M n , t n+1 ) be the transcript of the queried session. Since A is not ping-pong, T ≡ T * , and we would like to argue that B must not be ping-pong as well while still being capable to answer queries correctly. Let us write T * = (r * , t * 1 ), T * and T = (r, t 1 ), T (i.e., we explicitly separate the first message from the transcript of the n-round protocol). If T ≡ T * , either one of the following cases holds: -T ≡ T * : B is not ping-pong in its game and it can answer the query by forwarding A's last message to its oracle R. -T ≡ T * , t * 1 > t 1 and r = r * : t * 1 > t 1 means that r * was generated after r has been sent from A. However, by construction of the simulation it must be r * = r. So, this case cannot occur.
-T ≡ T * , t * 1 < t 1 and r * = r: This means that all timestamps are correctly alternating, and the two sessions differ only in the first message, i.e., r = r * . This is the case where B changes its way of answering: it does not forward the last message to its oracle R, and returns ⊥ to A. We argue that B's answer is correct. Indeed, since T ≡ T * , by correctness of Π, R's private output will be a message of the form r * |m b . However, since r * = r R would reject this message At the end, B returns the same output of A. 2. S speaks first. B is run on input sendk. It runs A(sendk) and answers oracle queries as follows.
Since in Π it is R who speaks first, when A will query R on a new session, A does not send any message, and B simulates the answer by returning a randomly chosen string r ∈ {0, 1} λ . B stores r, and then forward all subsequent queries on this session to its oracle R, forwarding the corresponding answers to A. The only change is in simulating answers to the last message. B forwards the message received from A to R. Let (m |r ) be its response, and let r be the string stored for this session by B. If r = r then B returns m . Otherwise, it returns ⊥. When A outputs a message pair (m 0 , m 1 ) -recall that A (who is playing the role of the receiver) is supposed to speak first in the challenge session -B waits for the message r * ∈ {0, 1} λ from A. B stores r * and starts forwarding all messages to its own challenge session which is initialized by choosing (r * |m 0 , r * |m 1 ) as the challenge message pair.
In this second phase all oracle queries are answered as before, except for the following changes. First, in every query from A to R to open a new session, B chooses the nonce r $ ← {0, 1} λ \{r * }. It is easy to see that the distribution of this choice of r is statistically close to the one in the real experiment. Second, assume that the challenge session is completed, let T * = (r * , t * 1 ), (M * 1 , t * 2 ), . . . , (M * n , t * n+1 ) be its transcript, and assume that A queries R on an already opened session by sending the last message. B should then answer with the (simulated) output of R . Let T = (r, t 1 ), (M 1 , t 2 ), . . . , (M n , t n+1 ) be the transcript of the queried session. Since A is not ping-pong, T ≡ T * , and we would like to argue that B must not be ping-pong as well while still being capable to answer queries correctly.
Let us write T * = (r * , t * 1 ), T * and T = (r, t 1 ), T (i.e., we explicitly separate the first message from the transcript of the n-round protocol). If T ≡ T * , either one of the following cases holds: -T ≡ T * : B is clearly not ping-pong and it can answer forwarding this query to its oracle R.
-T ≡ T * , t 1 > t * 1 and r = r * : t 1 > t * 1 means that r was generated by B after r * has been sent by A. However, by construction of B (see above) we always have r * = r. So this case cannot occur.
-T ≡ T * , t 1 < t * 1 and r * = r: This means that all timestamps are correctly alternating, and the two sessions differ only in the first message, i.e., r = r * . In this case B outputs ⊥. By the same reasons in case (1) of the proof, this answer is correct. At the end, B returns the same output of A.
F.3 Proof of Theorem 3 (iCMA security)
Assume by contradiction there exists a PPT adversary A that breaks the iCMA security of Π , then we show how to build a PPT algorithm B that uses A as a subroutine in order to break the iCMA security of Π. We distinguish between the following two cases according to which party speaks first.
1. R speaks first. B is run on input recvk. It runs A(recvk) and answers oracle queries as follows.
Since in Π it is S who speaks first, when A queries S on a new session (providing a plaintext m), B simulates the first message from S by returning a random string r ∈ {0, 1} λ , which is stored by B. All subsequent queries on this session are forwarded from B to its oracle S (initialized with the plaintext m|r). When A starts the challenge session, A must start speaking by sending a string r * . B stores r * , starts its challenge session and forwards all messages to and from A. After the challenge session has started, B chooses the nonces r $ ← {0, 1} λ \ {r * }. It is easy to see that the distribution of this choice of r is statistically close to the one in the real experiment. Observe that by construction of R , if A makes R (recvk) accept and return a message m * in the simulated challenge session with B, then B (who forwards the very same queries) will make R(recvk) accept with message r * |m * in its challenge session. Therefore, to complete the proof, it is left to show that if A is not ping-pong, the same holds for B. Namely, let T * = (r * , t * 1 ), (M * 1 , t * 2 ), . . . , (M * n , t * n+1 ) be the transcript of the challenge session between B (simulating R (recvk)) and A, and let T = (r, t 1 ), (M 1 , t 2 ), . . . , (M n , t n+1 ) be the transcript of the any session between A and its oracle S (simulated by B). Since A is not ping-pong, T ≡ T * . Let us write T * = (r * , t * 1 ), T * and T = (r, t 1 ), T (i.e., we explicitly separate the first message from the transcript of the n-round protocol). If T ≡ T * , either one of the following cases holds: -T ≡ T * : B is also not ping-pong in its game.
-T ≡ T * , t * 1 > t 1 and r = r * : t * 1 > t 1 means that r * was generated after r has been sent from A. However, by construction of the simulation we only have r = r * , and thus this case cannot occur.
-T ≡ T * , t * 1 < t 1 and r * = r: This means that all timestamps are correctly alternating, and the two sessions differ only in the first message, i.e., r = r * . Since T ≡ T * , by correctness of Π, R would accept in the challenge session with a message of the form m * |r * , but this implies that R rejects this message as r * = r. 2. S speaks first. B is run on input recvk. It runs A(recvk) and answer oracle queries as follows. Since in Π it is R who speaks first, when A will query S on a new session, A has to provide a string r (in addition to the chosen plaintext m). B then queries its oracle S with plaintext m|r and starts forwarding all subsequent queries of this session to A. When A starts the challenge session, B chooses a random string r * $ ← {0, 1} λ \ {r 1 , . . . , r Q } (where r 1 , . . . , r Q are all the strings sent by A to the oracle R in the previous phase), and sends r * to A. Note that as long as the r string is sufficiently large, the distribution of this choice of r * is statistically close to the one in the real experiment. Next, in the challenge session B simply relay all messages between A and its challenger. Observe that by construction of R , if A would make R (recvk) accept and return a message m * in the simulated challenge session with B, then B (who forwards the very same messages) can make R(recvk) accept with message m * |r * in its challenge session. Therefore, to complete the proof, it is left to show that if A is not ping-pong, the same holds for B. Namely, let T * = (r * , t * 1 ), (M * 1 , t * 2 ), . . . , (M * n , t * n+1 ) be the transcript of the challenge session between B (simulating R (recvk)) and A, and let T = (r, t 1 ), (M 1 , t 2 ), . . . , (M n , t n+1 ) be the transcript of any session between A and its oracle S (simulated by B). Since A is not ping-pong, T ≡ T * . Let us write T * = (r * , t * 1 ), T * and T = (r, t 1 ), T (i.e., we explicitly separate the first message from the transcript of the n-round protocol). If T ≡ T * , either one of the following cases holds: -T ≡ T * : B is clearly not ping-pong in its game.
-T ≡ T * , t 1 > t * 1 and r = r * : t 1 > t * 1 means that r was generated after r * has been sent from A. However, by construction of the simulation we only have r = r * , and thus this case cannot occur.
-T ≡ T * , t 1 < t * 1 and r * = r: This means that all timestamps are correctly alternating, and the two sessions differ only in the first message, i.e., r = r * . Since T ≡ T * , by correctness of Π, R would accept in the challenge session with a message of the form m * |r * , but this implies that R rejects this message as r * = r.
